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ABSTRACT  
The two-layer network structure has been 
widely adopted in wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs) for managing sensor nodes. In such a 
structure, the low layer nodes communicate 
with their cluster head, followed by the 
cluster-head nodes communicating with the 
base station operating in either a one-hop or a 
multi-hop manner. The main focus of node-
clustering algorithms is minimizing energy 
consumption due to strictly limited resources 
in WSNs. Also, WSNs are data intensive 
networks with the capability of providing 
users with accurate data. Unfortunately, data 
missing is common in WSNs. In this paper, we 
propose a novel joint design of sensor nodes 
clustering and data recovery, where the 
WSNs is organized in a two-layer manner 
with our developed clustering algorithm, and 
then, the missing data are recovered based on 
this two-layer structure. Furthermore, in the 
proposed clustering algorithm, we take both 
the energy-ef ciency and data forecasting 
accuracy into consideration and investigate 
the tradeoff between them. This is based on 
the key observation that the high energy-ef 
ciency of the network can be achieved by 
reducing the distances among the nodes in a 
cluster, while the accuracy of the forecasting 
results can be improved by increasing the 
correlation of the data stream among the 
nodes in a cluster. Simulation results 
demonstrate that our joint design 
outperforms the existing algorithms in terms 

of energy consumption and forecasting 
accuracy. 
INDEX TERMS: Wireless sensor networks, 
energy efficiency, node clustering, data 
forecasting 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the development of electronic and sensor 
technologies, wireless sensor network (WSN) 
becomes a popular network architecture for 
current and future wireless communications. 
Particularly in recent years, WSNs have been 
widely applied to various practical scenarios, 
such as intelligent transportation, health-care 
monitoring, industrial manufacture, robotics, and 
so on [1]. Furthermore, WSNs will be prevailing 
with the emergences of intelligent applications, 
e.g., Smart City [2], Wearable Computing 
Devices [3], Tactile Internet [4], etc. A major 
responsibility of the WSNs is accurately sensing 
and collecting useful data, for example, the 
measurements of air quality, humidity, 
biomedical and chemical information, and 
yielding sensed big data for further analysis [5]. 
At the same time, cloud-computing enabled 
technologies, e.g., Cloud-RAN [6] and Fog-
RAN [7], provide the WSNs with the leverages 
of computation, communication and storage 
resources [8], as well as a promising method to 
manage, process and preserve the privacy of 
massive aggregated data [9]. 

A wireless sensor node consists of multiple 
modules, including battery, data process units, 
storage, transmitter/ receiver pair, and one or 
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several sensor devices. These sensor nodes 
collect the information about the surrounding 
environment and forward it to the base station 
through a one-hop or multi-hop manner. As such, 
WSNs serve as bridges between the physical 
world and human societies, resulting in a cyber-
physical system [10]. However, due to limited 
resources, sensor nodes shall cooperate with 
each other to carry out complicated tasks [11] 
[13]. For example, mobile crowd-sensing has 
proved to be an effective and efficient way to 
collect and process environmental data [14], as 
well as reconstruct the spatial field of a physical 
quantity (e.g., traffic condition) [15], [16]. 

Apart from data transmissions, WSNs need to 

efficiently eliminate the redundant data, query 

the necessary data, fuse the correlated data and 

recover the missing data [17]. As shown in Fig. 

1, the base station sends a query message to a 

specific cluster head to request the readings of a 

node. After receiving the query message, the 

cluster head communicate with its members to 

obtain the readings, and then transmits them to 

the base station. Each node's readings may 

include several attributes, such as temperature, 

humidity, wind speed, and so on [18]. However, 

it is likely that the base station cannot 

successfully obtain the desired data due to the 

hostile environment of the communications. In 

this case, forecasting of missing data is needed. 

An intuitive method is collecting all correlated 

data to the base station and then forecasting the 

data in a centralized manner through forecasting 

algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. A typical scenario of query the 
useful readings. 

At the same time, intensive data transmissions 
and pro-cessing will cause a large amount of 

energy consumption at sensor nodes [19] [21]. 
As WSNs are usually battery-driven with limited 
power supply, battery lifetime is a vital factor for 
long-term operations of sensor nodes. Generally, 
there are two strategies to extend battery life. 
One is to charge the battery from other energy 
sources, such as energy harvesting and power 
transfer [22]. The other one is to develop 
protocols for efficiently managing energy 
consumptions, which has been widely studied as 
a hot topic in the academia society [23], [24]. 
Specifically in [23], an effective power 
allocation algorithm is proposed for interference 
alignment based cognitive radio networks, which 
can improve the energy efficiency of the 
secondary users significantly. 

In particular, a hybrid two-layer structure has 
been pro-posed to deal with the energy efficiency 
issue, where the sensor nodes are divided into 
multiple clusters and each cluster is managed by 
its cluster head. This hybrid distributed method 
can achieve a good tradeoff between the fully 
centralized and distributed approaches. 
Furthermore, the hybrid approach consists of two 
modules, including a node clustering module and 
a missing data recovery module. In conventional 
wisdom, node-clustering algorithms only focus 
on decreasing energy consumption problem 
given that energy is very strictly limited in 
WSNs. Meanwhile, WSNs are data-centered 
networks aiming at providing users with accurate 
data. A well developed clustering algorithm 
should take both energy efficiency and recovery-
accuracy into account simultaneously. 

In this paper, we propose a distributed data 
recovery scheme to address the above mentioned 
issue. The WSNs are assumed to be managed in 
a two-layer structure, i.e., the network is divided 
into multiple clusters and the cluster heads play 
a role as a bridge between the sensor nodes and 
the base station. To be speci c, we rst de ne both 
the spatial Euclidean distances between nodes 
[25] and the distance between the reading series 
generated by the nodes. Then we propose a 
clustering algorithm, where only the nodes 
having similar readings and small pairwise 
distances can be dispatched to the same cluster. 
Within each cluster, the forecasting process is 
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conducted by each cluster head. We note that 
over fitting problem imposes negative effects on 
the data forecasting accuracy. To address this 
problem, we further develop a lightweight 
missing data forecasting algorithm for the WSNs 
under the case of strictly limited resources. 

In the simulations, we compare the proposed 
scheme with the existing approaches in terms of 
energy consumption and forecasting accuracy. 
The proposed scheme is the first of its kind that 
integrates node clustering and missing data 
forecasting into a unified framework. Simulation 
results show that the proposed scheme performs 
much better in terms of forecasting accuracy 
compared with the existing approaches, e.g., 
MUlti-SequenCe LEast Squares (MUSCLES) 
forecast-ing algorithm [26]. 

The major contributions are summarized as 
follows. 

1) We identify the significance of achieving 
high energy efficiency and forecasting accuracy 
to design massive connected sensor devices 
networks. 

2) A unified framework with the novel two-
layer approach is proposed to improve the 
forecast accuracy and energy efficiency 
simultaneously. This is achieved by the sensor 
nodes clustering phase, followed by the missing 
data forecasting phase. 

3) We present a clustering algorithm based 
on the similarities in the Euclidean distances and 
aggregated data. In particular, a specific 
approach is proposed to address the outliers in 
the process of clustering. 

4) A lightweight missing data forecasting 
algorithm is developed to address the over- tting 
issue, thereby significantly improving the 
forecasting accuracy. 

5) Simulation results will demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithms to 
design energy efficient and missing data 
forecasting accurate WSNs, compared with the 
state-of-the-art algorithms. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In Section II, we summarize the related 

work in two aspects, i.e., node clustering 
algorithms and data forecasting tech-niques. We 
then propose a novel node clustering algorithm 
and a data forecasting approach in Section III and 
IV, respectively. Extensive simulations are 
provided in Section V to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed method compared 
with several existing approaches. Finally, we 
conclude this paper and illustrate our future work 
in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In this section, we review the related works in 
two aspects, i.e., clustering protocols and data 
forecasting algorithms. 
 
A. NODES CLUSTERING APPROACHES 
Nodes clustering problem in WSNs has been 
intensively investigated in the literatures and 
many classic approaches have been proposed. In 
particular, linked cluster algorithm (LCA) [20], 
[21] is one of the earliest clustering algorithms, 
which requires no central controller and is fully 
distributed. In LCA, the cluster heads form a 
backbone network and they connect with all the 
sensor nodes in its cluster directly. This structure 
is very exible to implement a wide variety of 
routing strategies and can be used to avoid the 
problem of hidden terminals. The hierarchical 
control clustering algorithm proposed in [27] 
treats the network as a graph. 
A cluster is defined as a subset of vertices whose 
included graph is connected. Finally, a multi-tier 
hierarchical cluster structure is formed and it 
satisfies several constrains simultaneously. In 
the process of clustering WSNs, the authors in 
[28] argue that it was very unwise to ignore the 
geographical information of the sensor nodes, 
especially for a large WSN. They then propose a 
novel clustering algorithm, which used 
geographical radius of cluster instead of logical 
radius. 

Another classic clustering algorithm, namely, 
LEACH, is proposed in [29]. LEACH forms 
clusters based on the received signal strength and 
then the cluster heads serve as a bridge between 
the cluster members and the base station. Various 
applications of LEACH illustrate that it can 
always produce relatively good results in terms 
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of energy efficiency and data transmission 
quality. 

B. DATA FORECASTING ALGORITHMS 
Data forecasting techniques have been widely 
used in WSNs to reduce data transmission and 
improve the energy efficiency [30], [31]. The 
authors in [30] propose an on-mote filtering 
approach relying on a local multi-step 
assessment of sensor data with forecasting and 
assessing value of information. Simulation 
results showed that the proposed approach 
reduces the number of data transmissions and the 
energy consumption significantly. In [31], the 
authors discuss the implementation of an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm in a 
low cost system-on-chip and develop an 
autonomous intelligent wireless sensor network. 
Additionally, there are several common missing 
data fore-casting algorithms proposed in the eld 
of time series mining. Specially, the simplest 
approach to forecasting the missing data is 
Yesterday, in which, we replace the missing data 
with the nearest previous data. The major 
disadvantage of this method is that the 
forecasting error accumulates with the increasing 
of continuous missing data in which situation 
yesterday becomes malfunctioning. Auto-
regression based approaches are also very 
popular and they have been used in various 
scenarios. They forecast the missing data of a 
time series by rst mining the pattern underneath 
the time series and then using the pattern to 
forecast the missing data. Similar to Yesterday, 
the forecasting accuracy decreases significantly 
with the increasing of the missing data. 

Different from Yesterday and auto-regression 
based approaches, MUSCLES [26] makes full 
use of the high cor-relations between the co-
evolving time series and construct a relation 
between them through linear mathematic tools. 
Simulation results illustrate that MUSCLES 
outperforms Yesterday and auto-regression 
based approaches in terms of forecasting 
accuracy. However, in MUSCLES, it is hard to 
de ne the correlations between the time series and 
the over-tting problem is ignor. 

Although the above discussed approaches in both 
the two elds are well developed, it is very dif cult 

to integrate the two elds into a unified 
framework. In the process of designing nodes 
clustering algorithms, the goal is to reduce 
energy consumption and ignore the forecasting 
problem which is unwise for data-centered 
networks. On the other hand, most of the existing 
forecasting algorithms are not designed for the 
WSNs to recover the missing data and are not 
designed to be energy efficient. Besides, there 
are also some disadvantages for the forecasting 
approaches such as the over- tting problem. As 
far as we know, there is no existing approaches 
that can solve the forecasting problem in WSNs. 

III. NODE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
BASED ON LOCATION AND DATA 
CORRELATIONS 

In this section, we will present a novel node 
clustering algorithm by considering both the 
locations of all the nodes and data correlations 
between each pair of data streams generated by 
the nodes. We rst assume that all the nodes in the 
network are located in a plain area and each node 
has a standard radio radius r that can be 
adaptively changed by the nodes in some 
exceptional cases. Each node in the network has 
the capability of severing as a cluster head and 
the nodes take turns to be a cluster head 
considering that the cluster head consumes much 
more energy compared with the other nodes. The 
clusters of all the nodes need to be reconstructed 
when the lasting time of a round exceeds a 
threshold or some cluster heads cannot serve as 
a cluster head anymore because of limited 
resources. 

The operation of the cluster algorithm is divided 
into multiple rounds. Similar to most of the 
existing approaches, each round of the proposed 
node-clustering algorithm consists of two 
phases: a phase of cluster head selection and 
clusters formation phase. In the cluster heads 
selection phase, the locations and residual energy 
of the nodes perform more important role to 
reduce the energy consumption of data 
transmission. However, data correlations take a 
more important role in the process of cluster 
formation to increase the correlations between 
the nodes in a cluster. The correlations among 
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the time series have significant impact on the 
forecasting accuracy. 

Overall, the proposed approach is operated in a 
half-distributed manner, i.e., the cluster heads 
selection phase is centralized and the cluster 
forming phase is distributed, and this is a tradeoff 
between the energy consumption and missing 
data forecasting accuracy. The base station chose 
the cluster heads in a centralized way to make the 
distribution of cluster heads reasonable. On the 
contrary, the clusters formation is totally 
distributed and each node has its own choice to 
improve the forecasting accuracy. In the 
following, we introduce cluster heads selection 
and clusters' formation in Section III-A and III-
B, respectively 

A. CLUSTER HEADS SELECTION 
Considering that most distributed approaches 
offer no guar-antee about the number and 
distribution of the cluster heads, 
 

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Cluster Heads Election 

  
1: All the nodes in the network transmit their 

node IDs, locations and residual energy to the 
base station  

2: Sort the residual energy of the nodes and 
select the top-half nodes with more energy as 
the candidates of cluster heads  

3: Adopt the method in [32] to choose the m nal 
cluster heads  

4: Broadcast the IDs and locations of the 
selected cluster heads in the network 

 

in this paper, we designed a centralized 
clustering algorithm to choose the cluster heads. 
The entire process is shown in Algorithm 1. In 
the initial of each round, all the nodes rst transmit 
their IDs, location information and the residual 
energy to the base station. After receiving all the 
information about the nodes, the base station rst 
selects the top half nodes that have more residual 
energy as the candidates of the cluster heads to 
balance the energy load among all the nodes and 
prolong the life time of the network. 

We assume that the communication energy 
scales exactly with squared distance and our goal 
is minimizing the amount of energy consumption 
for all the non-cluster nodes to communicate 
with their nearest cluster head. Note that the non-
cluster head nodes may not select the nearest 
cluster head node as its cluster head and the 
clusters forming process will be discussed in 
Section III-B. 

Finding the optimal result of the cluster heads is 
an NP-hard problem and it is impractical to use 
the brute force algorithms considering that the 
numbers of the nodes in WSNs are very large. 
Authors in [32] propose a heuris-tic method to 
solve the problem based on genetic algo-rithms 
and this algorithm. In this paper, the method in 
[32] is adopted by the base station to choose the 
m cluster heads. 

Given the nal selected cluster heads, the base 
station broadcasts the IDs of the nodes in the 
whole network. Then each node compares its 
own ID with the received IDs to realize whether 
it is a cluster head or not. Considering that 
transmitting all the readings of the nodes to the 
base station is impractical, we ignore the data 
correlations between the readings of the nodes 
when selecting the cluster heads and only the 
information of location and residual energy of 
the nodes are considered by the station. 

Intuitively, a straightforward solution of node 
clustering is to transmit all the necessary 
information to the base sta-tion and both cluster 
heads selection and clusters forma-tion are 
operating in a centralized way. Then the base sta-
tion broadcasts the clustering result in the 
network, which is very similar to LEACH [29]. 
However, this pattern is impractical for our 
approach, since the data correlation is also taken 
into consideration and the readings of the nodes 
are of large amount, which cannot be transmitted 
to the base station totally. Therefore, we design 
a dis-tributed approach to form the clusters, as 
presented in the following. 

B. CLUSTERS FORMING 
We rst introduce the de nition of trend closeness 
among the readings of nodes, which is a common 
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measurement of the correlations between the 
time series. 
Definition 1 (Spatial Closeness between Sensor 
Nodes): 

Under the assumption that all the nodes are 
located in a plain regime, the spatial distance of 
two nodes dist is de ned as the Euclidean 
Distance. Sensor node np is spatial close to nq if 
np is at worst d far from nq. Parameter d is set by 
the users of the network and naturally not too 
much larger than the radio radius r, otherwise, 
the nodes in a cluster cannot communicate with 
each other very well. The spatial closeness 
between sensor nodes has important affection on 
the selection of cluster heads. 

Definition 2 (Trend Closeness between Readings 
of Nodes: 

Each node in the network generates readings 
about the surrounding environment which can be 
treated as a time series and in most cases the 
readings are strongly corre-lated between 
neighboring nodes. For each node, we treat its 
readings as a time series and the time series is in 
nite. In this paper, we de ne the trend closeness 
between two time series as the Dynamic Time 
Wrapping (DTW) which is more robust than the 
Euclidean Distance. In this paper, for 
convenience, we compute the trend closeness 
based on the latest ten readings of the nodes 
rather than all the historical readings of the 
nodes. 

Based on the above two de nitions, we propose a 
novel clusters formation algorithm for WSNs 
considering both the spatial locations and data 
correlations. The pseudocode of clusters 
formation is presented in Algorithm 2 and will be 
discussed as follows. 

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of Clusters Forming 

1: The base station broadcasts the IDs and 
locations of the cluster heads in the network 

2: Each non-cluster head node nj computes the 
distances between itself and the cluster heads 

3: Add the cluster heads that spatial close to nj 
to the candidate set Snj D fch1; ch2; ; chog 

4: nj communicates with the cluster heads in Snj 
and get the most recent s readings from each 
node in Snj 

5: njcompute the trend closeness between its 
own readings and that of each node in Snj 

6: Select the node cho0 with the least distance as 
the cluster head and send a message to cho0 
to join its cluster 

7: The cluster heads maintain all the 
information of its cluster members 

 

After receiving the IDs and locations of the 
cluster heads, each non-cluster heads node 
computes the distances between itself and the 
cluster heads and then add the cluster heads in its 
communication range to the candidate set Snj . 
The node needs to choose a cluster head in Snj as 
its cluster head and join the corresponding 
cluster based on the similarities between the 
readings of itself and that of the cluster heads. In 
this  paper, we employ DTW as the distances 
between the reading streams and each node 
select the cluster head with the most similar 
reading streams as its cluster head. For a cluster 
head, all the members share a similar reading 
stream with itself. As a result, all the nodes in the 
same cluster have similar reading streams. 

In the process of forming the clusters, the 
similarities between the readings of the nodes 
and that of the cluster heads play more important 
roles compared with the locations of the nodes. 
This can improve the forecasting accuracy 
significantly and it will be discussed in the next 
section. 

IV. MISSING DATA FORECASTING 
In this section, we will develop the missing data 
forecasting algorithms for the given clusters, 
calculated by the algorithms presented in the 
previous section. Intuitively, the base sta-tion 
can collect all the time series from the network 
and then recover the missing values based on 
conventional data forecasting approaches, such 
as MUSCLES [26]. However, this method is 
impractical considering that energy is strictly 
limited and the jamming problem in the network. 
Therefore, we will design a distributed 
framework to forecast the miss-ing values based 
on the node clustering approach proposed 
previously. 
In Section IV-A, we rst illustrate the over- tting 
problem in time series forecasting through a 
complicated simulation. Simulation results show 
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that over- tting problem is an obvi-ous drawback 
for most of the existing forecasting algorithms. 
Then, we propose a novel distributed forecasting 
algorithm for WSNs in Section IV-B. The 
forecasting approach exe-cuted by the cluster 
heads as well as the organizing of the clusters 
will be discussed in detail in the following 

A. THE OVER-FITTING PROBLEM IN TIME 
SERIES FORECASTING 

In this section, we conduct a detailed experiment 
to present the over- tting problem in time series 
forecasting eld. This is the rst clear illustration 
that too many uncorrelated time series will 
decrease the forecasting accuracy signi cantly. 

Therefore, we need to select several similar time 
series to forecast the missing data rather than 
employ all the time series. In the following, we 
present the experiment including collecting 
datasets, forecasting the missing data and analyz-
ing of the simulation results. 

We rst collect 13 important stock price indexes 
from March 2nd , 2015 to February 29th, 2016 
all over the world and these indexes are LNSZZS 
(CN), SZSE (CN), GEI (CN), HIS (HK), Nikkei 
(JPN), Kospi (KR), FTSE (UK), CAC40 (FR), 
DAX (GER), MIB (IT), SSMI (CH), DJIA (US), 
Nasdaq (US). The normalized indexes are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. For convenience, we employ 
letters a m to represent the time series. 

Intuitively, we can nd that each time series may 
be very similar with some time series and also 
can be very different with some other time series. 
Consider a as an example, a is very similar with 
b and c. This is reasonable, because a, b and c are 
all belong to China and they in uence each other 
signi cantly. However, a is very differ-ent with 
the other time series because China stock market 
is not very mature compared with that of 
developed countries. 

Each time series is composed of 700 data points 
and we need to measure the distances between 
each pair of time series xi and xj quantitively by 
Euclidean distance, i.e., 

Dist(xi,xj)   .  (1) 

The distances between each pair of stock price 
index series are presented in Table 1. 

Furthermore, the forecasting error is de ned as 
the distance between the actual missing values 
and the forecasted results. For each time series, 
we sort all the other time series based on the 
distances in an ascending style. For a, the sorting 
result is b; c; d; f ; l; i; m; k; g; e; h; j. We assume 
that the 301th to 400th data point of a time series 
is missing and we use the rst n most similar time 
series to forecast the missing data of a time 
series. 

As an example, the actual missing values and the 
forecasted results for time series i when n D 6 is 
presented in Fig. 3.

 FIGURE 2. Fluctuations of stock price indexes.  
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FIGURE 3. The actual missing values and the forecasted values. FIGURE 4. Average forecasting error with different number 
of series n 

We can find that the change trends between them are 
very similar which proves that the correlated time 
series can be used to forecast missing values. We 
employ mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the 
forecasting accuracy quantifiably and MAE is 
defined as 

where ft is the forecast value for the tth missing 
value, ot is the real value of the tth missing value, 
and N is the total number of all the missing 
values. 
For each time series from a to m, we forecast the 
missing values with n most similar time series 
and n range from 1 to 12. The simulation result 
is presented in Fig. 4. We can observe that the 
average forecasting error decreases signi - cantly 
with the increasing of n when n 4. This 
phenomenon can be explained that the 
information being used to forecast the missing 
values is not enough when n is too small. On the 
contrary, when n 4, the average forecasting error 
increases with an increasing n. This strange 
phenomenon can be explained that somewhat 
uncorrelated time series may lead the forecasting 

process to the over- tting problem which 
decreases the forecasting accuracy. 
Another drawback for a large n is the time 
complexity, i.e., with the increasing of n, the 
average running time of the forecasting program 
increases signi cantly. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
running time of forecasting process increases signi 
cantly and the running time with n D 12 is about 6 
times of that with n D 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 5. Running time of forecasting process with different 
number of series n. 

In conclusion, too many uncorrelated time 
series cannot improve the forecasting accuracy 
through the interweaving process and even 
decrease the accuracy signi cantly. In addi-tion, 
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the redundant time series increase the time 
complexity of the forecasting process which 
makes it very dif cult to forecast the future 
values in real time. Therefore, before fore-
casting the missing values based on 
interweaving module, we need to select a subset 
of all the giving time series to  forecast the 
missing values of a time series. As presented in 
Section IV-B, we will select a proper subset 
time series based on clustering algorithms 
before forecasting the missing data. 
B. A NOVEL DISTRIBUTED DATA 
FORECASTING ALGORITHM 
We assume that each sensor node in a cluster 
update its reading periodically and then send the 
updated reading to the cluster head when it can 
communicate with the cluster head. The cluster 
head maintain the latest 10 reading for each 
node to measure the similarities between the 
time series generated by the nodes in the cluster. 
In this paper, to reduce energy consumption, the 
cluster heads select the corrected time series 
through a very simple method, i.e., selecting the 
most similar 5 time series to forecast the 
missing data as discussed in Section IV-A. For 
some special cases, the number of the members 
in a cluster may less than 5 and, in this case, we 
use all the time series in the cluster to forecast 
the missing data. 
Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of Clusters Forming 
Input: Node nj, time period (Tk,Tl) 
Output: The corresponding readings Rs of nj in time 
period T = (Tk,Tl) 

1: The base station sends a query
 message 
Query Nj,(Tk,Tl) to a corresponding cluster head chi 
2: chi communicates with its cluster member nj 
3: if nj is normal then 
4: Query the readings X0 of Nq at time period 
of (Tk,Tl) 
5: Send y0 = X0 to the base station 
6: else 
7: Query the N latest conserved readings y of 
nj 
8: Compute similarities between y and that of the 

other nodes in the same period by (1) 
9: Select the q most related nodes Nq to nj 

10: Query the readings X of all the nodes in Nq 

11: Construct the relations between X and y by 
computing the coefficient matrix 

a = XT X  XT y 

12: Query the readings X0 of Nq at time period of 
(Tk,Tl) 
13: Computing the readings y0 of nj at time period of 

(Tk,Tl) by y0 = X0a 
14: Send y0 to the base station 
15: end if 

 
The pseudocode of the data forecasting 
algorithm for WSNs is presented in Algorithm 
Algorithm 3. The total data query process 
presented in this algorithm is based on the 
query-response mode. In the initial, the base 
station sends a query message Query Nj,(Tk,Tl) 

to a specified cluster head chi to get the node nj’s 
reading at time period of (Tk,Tl). 
Note that the time period T should not be very 
far from the present time stamp, since the nodes 
cannot store all the historical data due to limited 
resources. Once a cluster head receives a query 
message, it communicates with all its cluster 
members to get the corresponding readings and 
responses a message containing y0 to the base 
station. In this condition, the process is the same 
with the traditional approaches. 
However, since most of the nodes in WSNs are 
not robust enough, it is likely that some of the 
nodes cannot provide the correct readings due to 
node failures or harsh transmission 
environment. In this case, we need to forecast 
the missing values by mining the strongly 
related time series. In this paper, we employ N 
readings of each node to forecast the missing 
values and N is a very important parameter that 
affect the forecasting accuracy. We assume that 
the set of nodes Nq is composed of the q most 
related nodes to nj, 

is composed of the conserved readings of nodes 
in N q and 
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 is the conserved readings of node nj. We need to construct a 

relation between y and X by y D Xa, where we have 

 
 

and it can be computed by minimizing  
N 

SE  aqxq  
i=1 

Furthermore, by setting 

0 , 

we can get that a = X T X  XT y. After obtaining 
a, the cluster head can forecast the missing 
readings y0   of nj at time period of (Tk,Tl) by y0 
= X0a and then send y0 to the base station. 
Different from the traditional missing data 
forecasting approaches, a preprocessing step is 
added into the forecasting algorithm which can 
tackle the over fitting problem discussed in the 
previous section. However, selecting the best 
parameter q to get an accurate forecasting result 
is very difficult. In this paper, we set q to 4 based 
on the observation in Section IV-A. Selecting a 
proper q can improve the forecasting accuracy 
and meanwhile decrease the energy consumption 
which will be illustrated in the simulations. 
V. SIMULATIONS 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of 
the proposed approach and compare it with 
MUSCLES [26], Yesterday and Auto-regression 
in terms of energy efficiency and forecast-ing 
accuracy. We rst illustrate the setup of the 
simulat including the network structure, 
generation of the nodes' readings, several 
measurements of the simulation results and some 
other default parameters. Then, the simulation 
results under the setup are detailed presented and 
discussed. 
A. SIMULATION SETUP 
To the best of knowledge, there is no generally 
accepted approach that integrates both node 

clustering and missing data forecasting into one 
framework considering both energy efficiency 
and forecasting accuracy. MUSCLES, Yesterday 
and Auto-regression are three representative 
fore-casting methods and it is impossible to 
introduce them into WSNs directly, because 
collecting all the data to the base station and 
forecasting the missing data in a centralized way 
is impossible in WSNs. Therefore, we manage 
the networks in a two-layer manner and a proper 
node clustering algorithm is need for all of three 
forecasting algorithms. In this paper, we employ 
LEACH as the clustering algorithm and divided 
the network into clusters, and then the cluster 
heads employ these forecasting algorithms to get 
the missing data. 
 
In our simulation, we randomly scatter 200 (with 
20 nodes that fails to generate the readings) 
nodes in a 100m 100m squared region and 
generate the readings of the nodes by the way 
discussed in Section IV-A. Each node generates 
a reading in a second and all the recent 100 
readings are stored by the nodes. The base station 
randomly queries 10 nodes about their recent 5 
readings respectively until at most 20 nodes are 
out of energy. To estimate the forecasting 
accuracy with different s which indicates the 
length of the readings when computing the 
similarities for time series in the process of 
forming clusters and different N which is the 
length of the readings that used in the process of 
forecasting missing values, we employ mean 
absolute error (MAE) which is defined as 
follows: 

where ft is the forecast value for the tth missing 
value, ot is the real value of the tth missing value, 
and M is the total number of all the missing 
values . In addition to the measurement MAE, 
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is also 
used in this study and MAPE is defined as 

 
Besides the forecasting accuracy, energy ef 
ciency is also a big concern for WSNs. In our 
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simulation, the ns-3 simulator implements a 1 
Mb=s 802.11 MAC layer. As in [29] and [33], 
the energy consumption for sending a message is 
given by len Eelec C len " dist2, and for receiving 
a message, the energy consumption is len Eelec, 
where len is the length of a message, dist is the 
distance of message transmission, Eelec is set at 
50 nJ =bit. As in [33], each sensor node begins 
with only 2J of energy. We employ the average 
energy consumption which measures the ratio of 
the total dissipated energy of the whole network 
per round (20s) to the of the sensor nodes and the 
number of the nodes alive in the network to 
estimate the performances of the approaches in 
terms of energy ef ciency. For different m (i.e., 
the number of clusters), the average energy 
consumption will be presented in Section V-B. 
B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 
In this section, we present the simulation results 
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
the proposed approach. 
Obviously, for the approaches of Yesterday, 
Auto-Regression and MUSCLES, parameter s 
has no affection on the performance, because all 
the three approaches employ LEACH-C as the 
node clustering method which do not contain the 
parameter s. As shown in Fig. 6, with the 
increasing of s, the MAE decreases for the 
propose approach and new approach always 
outperforms Yesterday and Auto-Regression in 
terms of forecasting accuracy. However, when s 
< 4, MUSCLES performs better than the new 
approach and, when 4 < s < 10, the new approach 
performs better than MUSCLES. In addition, 
when s > 7, the MAE of the new approach 
performs stable and we set s D 8 in the following 
to decrease the energy consumption. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
FIGURE 6. MAE with different s. 

MAE is the most important measurement to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed 
approach and the simulation results are presented 
in Fig. 7. For Yesterday, there is no 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 7. MAE with different N. 

parameter N and the MAE is constant with 
different N . However, compared with the other 
three approaches, Yesterday is the easiest 
approach and has the worst perfor-mance. The 
MAE of all the other three approaches decrease 
with the increasing of N , because more and 
more valuable information are used in 
forecasting the missing data. However, 
MUSCLES and the proposed approach 
outperform Auto-Regression because the 
information contained in the co-evolving time 
series is also extracted. As discussed previously, 
the redundant information has negative 
affection on the forecasting accuracy and this is 
the reason why the proposed approach performs 
better compared with MUSCLES. 
Another measurement that can illustrate the 
forecasting accuracy is MAPE and the 
simulation results are very similar with MAE, as 
shown in Fig. 8. Except for the missing data 
forecasting accuracy, energy efficiency is 
another important consideration in WSNs and 
we will use the average energy consumption and 
the number of nodes alive to evaluate these 
approaches 
 
 
. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 8. MAPE with different N. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 9. Average energy consumption with different 
m. 
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We present the average energy consumption per 
node per round with different number of clusters 
in Fig. 9. We can nd that both too less and too 
many clusters consume much more energy 
compared with a proper number of clusters. In 
case of the assumed topology of the network, 7 
to 9 clusters are good choices. For convenience, 
in the following experiment, m is set to 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 10. Number of nodes alive over time. 
 
As shown in Fig. 10, both Yesterday and Auto-
Regression performs very well in terms of 
prolonging the lifetime of the network. At the 
300th second, more than 80% nodes are still 
working which is much larger than that of 
MUSCLES and the proposed approach. This can 
be explained that more energy is consumed in 
forecasting the missing data because of the high 
computing complex. MUSCLES and the 
proposed approach have a similar performance in 
term of energy efficiency. 
 

Overall, the proposed approach outperforms 
the existing forecasting algorithms in terms of 
forecasting accuracy sig-ni cantly, because more 
valuable information is fully used. On the other 
hand, more energy is consumed by the proposed 
approach. This can be explained that some extra 
energy are used in the process of forming clusters 
and forecast the miss-ing data. For the networks 
that used to monitor the environ-ment with high 
requirements of accuracy, both MUSCLES and 
the proposed approach are good choices for the 
user. However, the proposed approach 
outperforms MUSCLES in terms of accuracy 
with very similar energy consumption. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this paper, we propose a novel clustering 
algorithm for WSNs, which takes both the 
energy-ef ciency problem and data correlations 
between the nodes into the uni ed consid-eration. 
The nodes can be assigned to a same cluster only 

when they have both close space distances and 
data corre-lations. Unfortunately, there are 
always some outliers that their readings are 
uncorrelated with most of their neighbors and it 
is impractical to generate some clusters for the 
outliers only. Therefore, after generating the 
clusters for most of the nodes, the outliers are 
assigned to the existing clusters based on the 
distances between the outliers and the cluster 
heads. On one hand, close distances between the 
nodes make it energy-ef cient for the nodes in a 
cluster to communicate with each other. On the 
other hand, high data correlations make it 
accurate for the cluster head to forecast the 
missing data. In addition, we design a distributed 
missing values forecast-ing approach to decrease 
data transmission in the network. Different from 
the traditional forecasting approaches, a pre-
processing stage is integrated into the 
framework. Only the high correlated data 
streams of the nodes are used to forecast  the 
missing data with each other and the 
uncorrelated data streams are ignored. 

 
For the future work, we will focus on reducing 

the energy consumption further to execute more 
in-network data processing and prolong the 
lifetime of the networks. Besides, it is interesting 
to design a pairwise-nodes correlation 
measurement monitoring system which is 
executed by the cluster head. In the system, the 
pairwise correlations need to be updated in real 
time which is particular important for real time 
forecasting. 
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